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January Sampler of the Month

In January save 15% on purchasing 2 or 3:
* the book ($93)
* NPI silks ($140) or overdyed silk set
($203.75)
* linen (40c w/2” margins = $39)

Published as part of Joanne Lukacher’s new book, Imitation and Improvement:
The Norfolk Sampler Tradition, I am thrilled to present our January selection! It’s
been difficult to keep this a secret for the past many months because I love
sharing exciting sampler news, and this is a most exciting sampler!
This month’s SOM is unique in many ways, not the least of which is it
provides the option of several styles of embroidery. Here is what Becky says
about it: It is mostly cross stitch over two and one with some satin stitch and the option to
do the floral corners in various short and long stitches or embroidery stitches of your
choosing. My version shows it with just the satin stitched bows and such, Julie is just
finishing her version with the freehand embroidery in the corners. They will receive the
charting/drawings for both ways with the chart in the book. So they have the option of
which style they would like to stitch. We knew some would not like to do the freehand
embroidery, which was the typical way Norfolk samplers were done, so we wanted to give the
cross-stitched version for those who would be more comfortable with that style of stitching.
I know that option will have great appeal for several of us!

Above, Becky’s beautiful model on 32c Lakeside V. Meadow Rue ~ Below on the left,
the NPI silks with 40c V. Meadow Rue and, on the right, the colors in our
overdyed silk conversion ~ several of the blues were not “convertible”!

Above, Becky’s framed model & Julie’s unframed model.
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January

As an Attic Addicts Club member, save
15% on the following during January:
* Reproduction Sampler charts/kits
* Lakeside Linens (Custom cuts)
* All Solid Silks

March
Saturday-Sunday, March 2-3, Nashville Needlework Market One of
my most favorite parts of my job: going to market to see all that’s new, in
person, not on a computer screen, visit with the lovely and talented people
who are a part of this industry, and shop, shop, shop ~ so that you can . . .

Sunday, January 27, Sampler Sunday, 1-4:00. While not the third
Sunday of the month, we samplermakers haven’t gathered for several
months now, so some of you have suggested that it’s time. I know this is
short notice, but . . . Call/e-mail to register. Fee $10

February

2

Saturday, February 2, 10:30-12:30, Beginning
Linen This class is appropriate for both
beginning stitchers and anyone wishing to refine
their skills. The class project is Linda’s Tulip
needlebook design, and the $30 fee includes her
expert instruction + all project materials.

Sunday, February 3, Super Bowl Sale, 11-3:00. It’s that day of the
year once again, and that means it’s time to shop and save! And we need
your help! Help us clear the tables, racks & shelves to make room for the
new Nashville Market merchandise coming in March. The classroom tables
will be overflowing with HUGE bargains. Don’t miss out on this SSED
(Super Stash Enhancement Day)! Be there or be square! A future eMailing
will outline opportunities for our away customers to save as well.
Saturday, February 16, Punch Needle Basics, 10:30-12:30. Several
of you have been asking for this class, so we hope you can join Christy to
learn this fun, fast, and easy centuries-old technique and see a number of
her beautiful punchneedle models featuring a variety of finishing
techniques. Details about the class project will be included in our next
newsletter, as well as the fee, which will include everything you need to get
started: #3 Punchneedle, special locking hoop, design printed on weaver's
cloth, and a threadkit, and you will also receive a 10% discount on all
supplies ~ patterns, thread, etc. ~ for your next punchneedle project(s).
Thursday, February 21, with checkout on Sunday, February 24, The
Attic’s Annual Junipine Retreat Waiting list only for this year. Fee: $300

We still have some BCRF cookbooks left.
Support a great cause (all net proceeds go to breast
cancer research) by buying a copy(s) of the Recipes
for a Cure cookbook for a donation of $14.95 (or
more) with fabulous time-tested recipes as well as
complimentary designs from 11 designers.

. . . shop, shop, shop on Saturday, March 9, Nashville
Market Day, with doors opening at 9 AM for our Attic
Addict members and at 10 AM for the general public.
Saturday, March 16, Stuffed Stand-Up, 10:30-12:30.
Here’s
another class that several of you have been asking for, so Christy has
scheduled it, and we hope this date and time will work with yours. Class
fee includes instruction and all finishing materials except your chosen
backing fabric and coordinating cording or other edge finishing. Fee $25.

November
November 2013 ~ Jackie du Plessis/
Now that the Sampler
Symposium is past, we can focus on other 2013 events, including Jackie’s
visit. We’ll be including dates and details very soon for these classes.

It’s here ~ and it’s as stunning as . . .
. . . the samplers that it features:
Imitation and Improvement: The Norfolk
Sampler Tradition, $93.
To help you with your purchasing
decision, take a peek inside the cover
of this very well-written 350+-page
book by going here ~ but be patient
while it loads! And as you begin to
read, “The year is 1797 and
England is at war with Spain and France . . .” it takes you right
there, with vivid images of the political, business and social scenes
at the time, as well as what they were eating: “At this particular
dinner he partakes of fried eels, boiled pork and greens, hashed
calf ’s head, a couple of chickens boiled, and apple dumplings
followed by coffee, tea and cards, where he wins two shillings at the
game of loo.” And then there are the beautiful samplers! Oh, my!
Drawing on 10 years of research, this book provides much
insight into the culture which shaped these unique samplers and is
a must for your library if you’re a sampler lover.
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The Attic’s 2013 Sampler Symposium . . .
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. . . is now only a memory, but what a grand memory it is! It’s always very special when we spend time with our passion, needlework, and other women who
share our love, and learn so much while doing it. It is a wonderful thing! If you wish to read some visitors’ blogs about the event, please go here and here.

Vickie’s precious pattern book project was the perfect start to our weekend!

Becoming comfortable with glue!

Vickie’s assistants, Patrick & Maegan, were a great help!

The overachievers stitched their initials
for the back ... What a great idea!

Lorraine Mootz entertained us with her
marvelous sense of humor & the breadth of her
knowledge in her oh-so-comfortable presentation
style in her two most interesting slide lectures.
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The Attic’s 2013 Sampler Symposium (continued)
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Joanne Lukacher introduced us to the beautiful
Norfolk samplers that she’s spent 10 years
researching before publishing her remarkable book!
Our C&C “caterers” a/k/a friends put out a fabulous and beautiful buffet!

Nancy’s button collection was a great
addition to the Saturday evening festivities!
Here she’s showing Carol some treasures.

Sherri Jones/Patrick’s Woods
wow’d us with her projects as
well as her teaching skill!

Above, our Canadian visitors, including
fellow shop owner and friend Janice
Spencer on the right ~ right, Judy
Whitman of JBW Designs ~ and the
start of her Button Lover’s Brag Book!

For Cheryl (and for
several others) this was
her first symposium ~ I
hope the first of many!

A salad at one of the hotel’s delicious
lunch buffets was almost too beautiful
to eat ... almost! It was as delicious
as it is gorgeous in its presentation ~ I
couldn’t resist taking a photo!
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“Toys” from Becky & Julie/In the Company of Friends
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These very fun needlework toys/gifts were a part of our Sampler Symposium weekend and some are still available
in very limited quantities. Orders will be filled in date order, and if we run out, please understand. You
may want to give us several choices in order of preference to be sure that you get something from these treasures!

Above, Norfolk Accordion Foldout Book, $6. Based on the
Sajou fold-out books of old, this tiny replica features our
Sampler of the Month design, an adaptation of samplers in
the book Imitation and Improvement: The Norfolk Sampler Tradition,
with tiny charts of motifs found on the classic Norfolk
samplers.
Right, Norfolk Spool Huswif $18.50. This wonderful little
gift is based on the imaginative sewing gadgets you find these
days in antiques stores. The Spool Huswif combines the
ubiquitous wooden thread spools our grandmothers used
with a special pair of scissors. Pretty pins and needles grace
the inside of the rolled huswif and the whole thing is tied up
in a pretty silk bow!
Left, Norfolk Kaleidoscope Etui, $14.50.
The repetition of the design on the front of
this etui is reminiscent of the wonderful
kaleidoscopes with their brightly colored
bits of glass repeated over and over!
Inside, right, are tucked some gorgeous
decorated pins and a needle into the felt
and tied on a wooden awl along with some
bone rings holding silk threads, leftovers
from the Norfolk sampler models.
Below right, the etui bottom.

Right, Norfolk Magnetic Bookmark
$3.
This adorable design holds
your place in your book effortlessly
as the twinned magnets on the
inside clasp either side of your page.
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More Toys & Treasures from Becky & Julie

Above, Norfolk Pinkeep $10. A pretty little
posy taken from the corner bouquets of a
classic Norfolk style sampler! The pinkeep
is stuffed with 100% wool felt to protect
the tiny silver pins that grace the sides.

6

Above, Norfolk Hornbook $3. The beautiful Norfolk sampler graces the front of this charming
hornbook needlebook, which opens to reveal decorated pins and a needle nestled in the 100% wool felt.

Above, Golden Splendor Jacket Etui $14.25.
Another lovely needlework accessory to
store your pins and needles and silks, perfect
adornment for anyone’s sewing box.

Golden Splendor Shoe Etui, $10,
complete with beautiful
pins, needle & thimble!

Right, Golden Splendor Quick
Start Set $8.50, a beautiful set of
1”, 2” & 3” squares to facilitate
finding your perfect starting
point on any new project!

Left,Golden
S p l e n d o r
Hornbook Etui,
$3, complete
with beautiful
pins & needle!
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The verses on “Ann Bowers”
Arise Awake Your Lamps to Take
And Do No Longer Slumber You
Must Then Trim To Waite on Him
Unto His Wedding Chamber * Ann
Bowers Her Sampler Made In The 13
Year of Her Age * * W X Y Z
Love Thou The Lord And He Will
Be A Tender Father Unto The WXY
Holly’s progress on her beautiful sampler as of mid-January! I have to play catch-up with Holly!

Ann Bowers Sampler
Joanne provides the following information
in the kit: “Ann Bowers was born in
Newport on June 18th, 1734. She was the
daughter of Jonathan Bowers, a builder of
boats, and Mary Boss. We know that the
family were members of the Quaker
Society of Friends in Newport. Perhaps
due to the economic devastation
experienced in Newport during the
American Revolution and the death of her
father, Ann and her mother moved to
Swansey, Massachusetts in 1780. We have
no further genealogical information to
glean on the remainder of Ann’s life.”
Stitches used in this piece are cross
stitch over two threads, cross stitch over one
thread, back stitch, satin stitch, Algerian
eye, and queen stitch.
On 35c linen,
sampler size is 9 3/4 x 21 1/2; on 40c linen,
8 1/2 x 18 3/4.
The kit is available on 35c linen with
DMC ($80) or 35c or 40c linen with silk
($150). I’m stitching mine with silk on 40c.

How much fun is this, to be stitching this beautiful sampler along with many others of you!
Please send me your progress photos! Would love to include them.
The Instruction Sheet included with your kit says, “Read Entire Instructions Before
Beginning.” It should answer many of your questions, but if you have others, please let me
know and I will answer them here, in the pages of our eNewsletters, because others may very
well have the same questions. I’m also planning to create a Special Group on Facebook,
upon the recommendation of Annette, customer and techno-guru. Details coming.
The instructions suggest
using two strands of floss.
However, since we as a group are
stitching on 35c and 40c, some
with DMC and others with silk,
please use your discretion here.
For example, on 40c with silk, one
strand is used, as well as on 35c.
That’s what made me a silk
convert early on: using only one
strand provided good coverage.
On 35c, however, with DMC, it is
personal preference. Some will
prefer using 2 strands, while
others will choose to stitch with 1.

We will be stitching 1 - 2 bands per month, and the outer
borders, with a plan to finish this beautiful sampler in
2013!
Joanne suggests in #4 on page 2 to establish the
undulating floral border around the entire piece and also
work both the outer and inner tan borders. Those tan
borders serve as perfect check points to ensure your
counting is correct before getting too far afield.
For January we’re stitching the various borders across
the top and down the sides through the second row of
Upper Case alphabets and numerals.
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Blue Jeans and Daisies - Part One
Blue Ribbon Designs Mystery Sampler Club . . .
. . . with the charts ($8.50 each) releasing approximately January 21st, February 25th,
and March 25th, and the entire sampler revealed with the third installment. The first
installment came through the door moments ago ~ earlier today I took the hand-dyed
cotton thread list and converted it to silks, below right . . .
. . . and I wondered what these lovely
colors would look like on a more
neutral linen ~ and even though it’s
overcast today, the linen colors look
completely washed out, even when I
tried the “Enhance” feature in
iPhoto. There are several 40c linen
colors shown, right, even though their
gorgeous hue isn’t showing much!

Left, Belinda’s springtime mystery
sampler is being stitched on a 30c
Weeks Blue Jeans linen with 23 skeins of
Weeks floss used in the main design,
with several multiples. However, when
stitched on 35c (8.75H x 17.25W), 1
ply over 2, it is estimated that you will
only need 14 Weeks skeins.
A fat
quarter of the 30c is perfect for the
150H x 300W design size ($27) ~
we’ve now done a conversion to
overdyed silks ($106.25) and show
them on a 40c (7.5H x 15W).

Each chart will have questions that will
unlock a code when all three designs are
purchased. The code will unlock a mystery
bonus on Blue Ribbon Designs’ website.
www.blueribbondesigns.com The bonus
will be put on her website when the 3rd
installment is released. If you don’t have
online access, we’ll include the bonus
pattern with your third installment.

Little House Needleworks’ Little Sheep Virtues
Left, a sneak peek at Diane’s 2013 Series starting next week, I believe, Little Sheep Virtues,
with 12 wonderful months of sheep! The designs are mounted onto wool and finished
as pillows (January’s uses Weeks‘ Palomino Houndstooth) Each design is 61 x 61 and
were designed to be stitched as individual pieces. DMC threads were used, but as
usual, we will be doing a conversion to overdyes and kitting it with a 36c hand-dyed
linen. If you’d like to stitch all of these on one piece of linen, tell us your preferred
layout, i.e., three across and four down or . . . The virtues as listed on their Website,
not necessarily in order of release, are:
HOPE LOVE PEACE COURAGE FAITH SIMPLICITY PATIENCE WISDOM
FRIENDSHIP KINDNESS GRATITUDE JOYFULNESS
Each design has at least one sheep, a virtue, an optional button, and at least one heart.
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Above and left, Blackbird Designs’ newest design would make the most perfect
anniversary sampler, with its sweet verse (As the Violet’s blue My heart is true Dear
Sweetheart I Love but you) ~ I LOVE this sampler, and on 40c it’s such a sweet size, 7 x
7.4! Of course we did a silk conversion, shown above, using four different silks to
replicate the lovely palette. Silks, $63 ~ 40c linen w/2-inch margins, $11.
Left, Country
C o t t a g e
Needleworks’ 2013
Series, Santa’s Village,
has begun with
“Santa’s House” &
“Poinsettia Place” $6
each, and with the
complete thread list
for this series, we
show, right, the silks
we’re using to make
your kits ~ and 2
fabric suggestions, one
a more neutral, one a
wintery gray-blue,
both chosen to
enhance the snowy
scenes we anticipate
to be a part of Santa’s
Village.
The color repetition in each part changes the kit price from
month to month; colors will not be repeated until necessary;
36c hand-dyed linen & silks, kit 1 - $23; kit 2 - $10.
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Above, new from With Thy Needle & Thread, “Valentine Sampler”
$12 ~ what a great excuse to eat chocolate! ~ Little House
Needleworks’ “Vanilla and Chocolate” $8 (I detect a theme here!)

Above, new linen colors from Lakeside Linens, from
left to right, Spring Thyme, Cedar Plank & Flagstone.
The samples above are vintaged ~ if you want
standard linens with no “aging,” it is a special order for
us; we only stock the vintage linens. We custom cut to
your size, wherever possible ~ the exception is if we
are left with an unusable size, we will necessarily add
inches to the cut. As with the rest of the Lakeside
line, these beautiful colors are available in all counts.

Above, the original antique of Gigi R’s “Elizabeth Read Sampler” $24 ~
here’s what Gigi says about this needlework in the chartpack: This is an
adapted reproduction of English sampler stitched by Elizabeth Read in 1738. She was
11 years old at the time. Elizabeth’s sampler is band shaped. It shows motifs with
religious symbolism, such as Adam and Eve and Spies of Canaan, as well as a crowned
lion, numerous birds, deer, dogs, flowerpots, fruit baskets. She also stitched Verse 8 and 9
from Proverbs Chapter XXX. In the bottom part of her sampler Elizabeth worked her
name, age and year.
Stitches used in the original sampler where cross stitch over two and one thread,
satin, Algerian eye and chain stitch. In our adaptation all specialty stitches are replaced
by cross stitches. Use one strand of cotton over 2 threads of fabric, except where it is
stated differently. Elizabeth’s name, age and year where worked in counted satin. To
maintain size and proportion of letters we have used cross stitch with one strand of cotton
over 3 threads of linen. A dividing band directly below also is worked over 3 threads of
linen. A word ‘care’ in Proverbs is stitched with crosses over one thread of linen.
In some places stitches on original were missing and it was not possible to restore a
pattern. Colors were selected from the front side of the original.
Left, the overdyed silk
conversion ($120.50)
on a lovely 40c linen
that also looks
washed out today, an
overcast day in the
Valley of the Sun!
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From The Victoria Sampler

Above left, “Victorian Purse”
$25 chart; accessory pack $90.
Part Eleven of the Beautiful
Finishing series, this purse is
amazing! It is easy to make
and will hold your needlework
smalls! The matching smalls,
the scissor fob heart, the
pipkin (perfect storage for your
thimble), and the combination
scissorskeep/needlebook, all
fully hand-stitched.
The
smaller photograph shows
alternate sides of the pieces, as
well as the inside of the
scissorskeep/needlebook.

Above, “Thoughts of You” $13.50 chart; accessory
pack (w/silk, silk ribbon, beads & charms) $29.50.
Gilt-edged Pansies adorn these beautiful items to
enhance your stitching! This set of needlework
accessories includes a Scissor’s Case, a Chatelaine,
and a Sampler/Needleroll. The Sampler looks just
lovely when framed, or you can finish it as a
needleroll to match the Chatelaine

PAGE
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Above, from Cathy Jean, “Homespun Towels I” $11,
a sweet little bluebird and tiny wren for your
handmade homespun guest towels! Both designs are
lovely all on their own, but they really come alive on a
homespun towel. Charted for hand-dyed cottons,
Gentle Art & Weeks ~ 2 pieces of the blue-checked
homespun fabric, 18 x 22, $17.

Right, “Herbal Sachets
Leaflet” $19; accessory pack
(w/metallic, silks, overdyed
floss, beads & charms) $22.
Imagine your favorite herbs
like parsley, bergamot and
oregano scenting your kitchen
& the lavender and rosemary
luxuriating in your clothes
closet ... and who can resist a
vase of beautiful chives
blossoms in a busy home?
Here are 6 herbal sachet
patterns, each one more
adorable than the last. You
can stitch them as sachets, or
stitch them into a wallhanging
for your kitchen! Enjoy
stitching all six to give as gifts
or to frame on your kitchen
walls!
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. . . Nicola in her Scarlet Letter Year! In this blog you can read about the
journey (a wonderful way to celebrate a milestone birthday) and get inspired to
stitch a beautiful sampler reproduction from Marsha Parker of The Scarlet
Letter. Here are more beautiful samplers for your consideration!

Above, “The Manifesto,” Marsha’s newest release, which she designed after an early eighteenth century
tent-stitched picture. She tells us that this expansive needlework scene depicts many episodes in the life
of an affluent English family. When stitched in full cross stitch over 2 on 40-count linen, it measures
approximately 19" x 30" ~ but there are so many options with this design that you can adapt it to your
personal preferences. Holly said she is going to stitch it on 40c silk gauze ~ what a terrific idea! Its size
then will be approximately 9.5 x 15 and using the continental stitch will make it finish in half the time!
Right above, “Sarah Willson 1837,” an English sampler from a private collection. I took the
photos on my last visit to The Scarlet Letter. Here’s what Marsha says about it: This singular
sampler contains so many of the motifs and designs that one always associates with traditional schoolgirl
needlework, from the fairly typical (but in this case quite elaborate) four-sided carnation and rose border to the
pious verse and oddly outsized figures and animals in the lower scene. What is most curious about it are the two
roughly dressed female figures towering over the house and trees in the lower scene, brandishing brooms. We have
seen at least two other nineteenth century English samplers portraying similar human figures, and on one example,
formerly in the collection of The Scarlet Letter, the figures' mouths issued minutely stitched words, looking rather
like bubbles from a comic book character's mouth, saying "BUY A BROOM." These are obviously working class
women- peddlers- wearing coarse jackets, heavy stockings, thick skirts and rough caps covering their hair. But why
do they appear on such an elaborate and finely worked sampler, the product of an upper middle class young lady's
education? It's another one of those needlework mysteries that requires further research. Stitches used in this sampler
are all counted thread stitches, mostly cross, with some counted satin filling, and a little backstitch. Because of its
size, the project is recommended for intermediate level needleworkers, although it is not technically difficult to work.
Mary wrote and said she’d just finished “Ann Hair” and was now wanting to stitch the “Catharine
Metcalf Sampler,” right, and she asked us to do a conversion to overdyed silks, ($195) ~ Here is what
Marsha says about it: There is so much going on in this fascinating English sampler that it's hard to know where to
begin looking. Apart from the somewhat conventional Adam and Eve at the top center, adorable flying cherubs flank them
and the apple tree, bearing gold rings and sprays of flowers. The verse is as follows:
When I survey the wondrous cross On which the prince of glory dy'd My rich'st gain I count my loss And pour
contempt on all my pride Forbid it Lord that I should boast Save in the cross of Christ my God All the vain things
that charm most I sacrifice them to thy blood
In stark contrast to this grim and pious verse is the scene below teeming with agrarian joy. A beautiful brick manor house
perches over pastures filled with sheep, cows, deer, geese, and three farmers, one holding a rake, another a walking stick, and
the third with a sheep crook and his dog. The tree springing from the house is filled in with luxuriously thick bullion knots.
A soft pastel border surrounds all four sides. Stitches used are cross, petit point, counted satin, backstitch and bullion knots.
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Andrea’s Incredible Needlework
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The Essamplaire’s “Lady Needlework Picture” ($333 silk kit w/35c linen),
an amazing reproduction depicting a seventeenth century female figure in her
very fashionable attire, including her ermine stole and red-and-white striped
shoes, is even more amazing when created with Andrea’s needle and
needlework skill, with hundreds, perhaps thousands of queen stitches,
beautifully executed by Andrea in such perfect conformity.
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Above, Martha’s exquisite “Helena Kutz” ($153 kit) from The Essamplaire. Here’s what Martha said about
her time stitching this beautiful reproduction: “Finished HELENA KUTZ in 6 mo and 10 days while not
stitching anything else. It was so very much fun to stitch.” Above right, Rosi’s “Kringle Keepers” $8 from Kathy
Schmitz (chartpack includes 3 designs), gifts to her children this past Christmas, to inspire you for next year!
Below, Just back from the framer, Trudy shares her
stunning “Susie Pierce” ($19) reproduction from Gigi R.

Another Proud Grandparents’ Moment

Above, Several weeks ago Tyler’s football team, State Champions in their
division, was honored at their annual football banquet, postponed from
December because on the original December date they were invited to an
Arizona Cardinals game to be honored. At the banquet many individual
honors/trophies were presented, but in my mind, the highest honor,
customarily given to a senior, Coach Cole presented to Tyler for, in his words,
“not only talking the talk but walking the walk,” and for his exemplary conduct
among his teammates. We are so proud of the young man he has become.
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